Purpose of Review Risk prediction models may be useful for facilitating effective and high-quality decision-making at critical steps in the lung cancer screening process. This review provides a current overview of published lung cancer risk prediction models and their applications to lung cancer screening and highlights both challenges and strategies for improving their predictive performance and use in clinical practice. Recent Findings Since the 2011 publication of the National Lung Screening Trial results, numerous prediction models have been proposed to estimate the probability of developing or dying from lung cancer or the probability that a pulmonary nodule is malignant. Respective models appear to exhibit high discriminatory accuracy in identifying individuals at highest risk of lung cancer or differentiating malignant from benign pulmonary nodules. However, validation and critical comparison of the performance of these models in independent populations are limited. Little is also known about the extent to which risk prediction models are being applied in clinical practice and influencing decision-making processes and outcomes related to lung cancer screening. Summary Current evidence is insufficient to determine which lung cancer risk prediction models are most clinically useful and how to best implement their use to optimize screening effectiveness and quality. To address these knowledge gaps, future research should be directed toward validating and enhancing existing risk prediction models for lung cancer and evaluating the application of model-based risk calculators and its corresponding impact on screening processes and outcomes.
Introduction
Aside from smoking cessation, the only strategy proven to reduce lung cancer mortality is screening with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT). In 2011, National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) investigators reported that annual screening with LDCT versus chest radiography decreased lung cancer mortality by 20% in high-risk individuals, specifically asymptomatic individuals ages 55-74 years with a ≥ 30 pack-year smoking history who currently smoke or quit within the last 15 years [1] . Results from this trial now support recommendations by the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and others to screen individuals of similar age and smoking history for lung cancer [2••, 3-5] . However, the NLST revealed potential harms to patients, including frequent falsepositive findings (benign pulmonary nodules) and unnecessary invasive follow-up procedures; approximately 20% of This article is part of the Topical Collection on Cancer Epidemiology those screened per round required diagnostic follow-up, yet only 1% had lung cancer [6] .
Risk prediction models are potentially useful tools for optimizing the effectiveness and quality of lung cancer screening [7] . They enable decision-making to be tailored to an individual's disease risk, as predicted by clinical, lifestyle, and genetic factors. In fact, the USPSTF recommendation statement [2] emphasizes "the importance of accurately identifying persons who are at highest risk to maximize the benefits and minimize the harms of screening and calls for more research to improve risk assessment tools." Many new models have emerged recently to estimate the probability of developing or dying from lung cancer or the probability of pulmonary nodule malignancy. This review seeks to evaluate existing risk prediction models for lung cancer, discuss their applications to lung cancer screening, and highlight challenges and strategies to improve their predictive performance and use in clinical practice.
Evaluating Risk Prediction Models: Key Considerations
A clinically useful risk prediction model should be accurate, reliable, and generalizable when applied to intended target populations. A model may not perform as well in populations beyond the one in which it was developed, due to flaws in the study design or methods used in its derivation or differences in population characteristics and variable measurement [8, 9] . Therefore, external validation of a model's predictive performance, preferably in large, well-characterized, and diverse populations, is essential [10] .
Predictive performance is traditionally evaluated using measures of discrimination and calibration. Discrimination, the ability of a model to accurately classify individuals as cases versus non-cases, is often quantified by the area under the receiver operator curve (AUC), where a higher AUC indicates better discrimination [11] . Calibration reflects the closeness of model-predicted and observed event probabilities (number of expected (E) and observed (O) cases) in a population. Less E/O deviation from 1.0 indicates better calibration, with values below and above 1.0 signifying underestimation and overestimation of risk, respectively. Fundamentally, a model that is miscalibrated provides biased risk estimates and should not be used, even if it discriminates well. Since discrimination and calibration do not weigh tradeoffs between predicted benefits and harms, decision curve analysis can determine the net benefit of a model across different risk thresholds upon which decisions may be based (e.g., whether to initiate screening) [12] ; however, as a prerequisite, a model must exhibit good discrimination and calibration, particularly at critical decision-making thresholds [13, 14] .
Predicting Lung Cancer Risk Prior to Screening Initiation
Employing validated risk prediction models to select high-risk individuals for LDCT screening could optimize the balance of benefits and harms by screening fewer individuals and discovering fewer false-positive findings, while also detecting more early-stage lung cancers, compared with current screening criteria. There are over 25 distinct models, most proposed in the last 5 years, which include varying combinations of risk factors to predict an individual's probability of developing or dying from lung cancer within a specified period (Table 1) . However, empirical evidence to determine which are optimal for selecting individuals likely to benefit from screening remains limited.
Models Including Conventional Risk Factors
The earliest prediction models, including the Bach [15] , Spitz [30] , and Liverpool Lung Project (LLP) [16] models, were built incorporating smoking history, asbestos exposure, and other known risk factors for lung cancer. Among high-risk smokers from the Carotene and Retinol Efficacy Trial (CARET), Bach et al. [15] developed a model to estimate annual lung cancer risk, as a function of age, sex, smoking history, and asbestos exposure (AUC, 0.72). In comparison, Spitz et al. constructed separate models for never, former, and current smokers that estimate 1-year lung cancer risk, using data from a hospital-based case-control study matched on age, sex, ethnicity, and smoking status [30] . Although these models included more predictors than the Bach model, internal validation indicated only fair to moderate discrimination (AUCs, 0.57-0.63), presumably due to the loss of information from matching on two strong predictors, age and smoking status. Likewise, using hospital-based matched case-control data and incorporating similar predictors to Spitz et al. [30] , Etzel et al. [17] proposed the first model to predict 5-year lung cancer risk in African-Americans, which displayed moderate discrimination in external validation (AUC, 0.63). The LLP model was developed using population-based matched casecontrol data to estimate 5-year lung cancer risk based on smoking duration, asbestos exposure, pneumonia, and both personal and family history of cancer [16] . This model exhibited good discrimination (AUC, 0.70), where a 2.5% risk cutoff corresponded to a sensitivity of 62% and specificity of 70%, although calibration was not measured.
Subsequent risk prediction models with similar variables were derived from US cancer screening cohorts. Tammemagi et al. were the first to construct models for all individuals, ever smokers, and never smokers, using data from Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO) participants in the control arm for model development and the intervention (chest radiography) arm for model validation [ [34] [35] [36] . Their model for ever smokers (PLCO M2012 ) was designed to estimate the probability of lung cancer diagnosis within 6 years, permitting comparison of its predictive performance in the NLST population [35] . Cumulative evidence suggests that, by using these risk prediction models, a personalized risk-based approach is more effective than current age and smoking history criteria in selecting individuals for LDCT screening. Fundamentally, these models are able to better identify high-risk smokers who benefit from screening than current screening criteria, thereby potentially resulting in reduced patient burden, clinical workload, and financial costs. Among PLCO intervention arm smokers, applying a PLCO M2012 risk threshold of ≥ 1.51%, compared to USPSTF screening criteria, identified 8.8% fewer individuals for screening, yet detected 12.4% more lung cancers and fewer false positive results [36] . Comparing NLST participants who underwent LDCT versus chest radiography by lung cancer risk quintiles, Kovalchik et al. determined that 99% of lung cancer deaths prevented by LDCT occurred among the 80% at highest predicted risk, suggesting that the bottom 20% received little benefit from screening [22] . Similarly, among NLST participants who received LDCT, Wilson et al. reported that 93% of lung cancers were diagnosed among the 80% at highest risk (> 1.7%) according to the Pittsburgh Predictor [38] . Furthermore, Katki et al. estimated that screening smokers at highest 5-year risk (≥ 1.9% by LCRAT), compared to smokers meeting USPSTF criteria, might prevent 20% more lung cancer deaths, as well as reduce the number needed to screen to prevent one lung cancer death by 17% and the number of false-positives per prevented lung cancer death by 13% [21] .
Prediction models have also recently been derived from unscreened European and Asian populations. In the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition cohort, Hoggart et al. [20] developed and internally validated separate models to predict 1-year lung cancer risk for former, current, and ever smokers (AUCs, 0.82-0.84), considering age and smoking history. Based on longitudinal data on LLP participants, Marcus et al. [24] constructed the LLPi model to include similar predictors to the original LLP model, which displayed good calibration and excellent discrimination (AUC, 0.85). Leveraging routinely collected data from English general health practices on > 6.5 million adults, Hippisley-Cox and Coupland [19] built highly discriminatory and well-calibrated sex-specific models that predict 10-year lung cancer risk based on age, race/ethnicity, BMI, Townsend deprivation score, smoking status and intensity, COPD, asthma, history of cancer, family history of lung cancer, asbestos exposure, and alcohol use (AUCs > 0.90). By contrast, Wang et al. [37] constructed a model tailored to the Han Chinese population using hospital-based case-control data, which incorporated conventional predictors along with pulmonary tuberculosis, occupational pesticide exposure, heavy exposure to cooking emissions, and intake of specific foods. Their model appeared to discriminate well (AUC, 0.88); however, internal validation was not performed. Of note, the latter three models were derived from populations including never smokers, partly explaining their relatively high predictive accuracy (AUCs ≥ 0.85).
Models Including Clinical, Molecular, and Genetic Markers
Other models have included measures requiring clinical assessment. Among > 1.3 million Korean men, Park et al. [27] developed and externally validated a model that exhibited excellent discrimination (AUC, 0.87) in predicting 8-year lung cancer risk, based on age; BMI; smoking status, intensity, and age at initiation; physical activity; and fasting glucose. Wu et al. [39] developed and internally validated models for never, light, and heavy smokers to predict 5-and 10-year probabilities of lung cancer diagnosis using comprehensive health screening data on Taiwanese residents. Their general population model incorporating traditional risk factors, along with lung function measurement and four serum biomarkers, exhibited sufficient calibration and high discrimination (AUC, 0.85). Additional models have likewise demonstrated the added value of lung function measures in predicting risk among high-risk and never smokers [26, 33] .
Increasingly, molecular and genetic markers have been incorporated to enhance risk prediction, yet observed gains have been mostly incremental. Examining a subset of cases and controls from their original study, Spitz et al. found that their models for former and current smokers performed better when adding two host DNA repair capacity markers (AUCs, 0.68 and 0.70) [31] . El-Zein et al. [18] likewise extended the original smoking-stratified Spitz models by adding a cytokinesisblocked micronucleus assay endpoint, which substantially improved prediction in a small external validation sample (AUC, from 0.61 to 0.92). Due to the case-control design, however, it is not entirely clear whether these markers reflect underlying causes or effects of lung cancer. In a cohort of high-risk smokers, Sin et al. [29] found that adding plasma prosurfactant protein B improved prediction beyond a base model including age, sex, BMI, pneumonia, personal and family history of cancer, forced expiratory volume in 1 s % predicted, and smoking intensity and duration (AUC, 0.74 vs. 0.67). When externally validated using CARET data, however, discrimination was modest (AUC, 0.68). Similarly, others have extended existing models or developed new models to incorporate candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with lung cancer [20, 23, 25, 28, 32, 40, 41] . Improvements in risk prediction were consistently modest, although at most, 20 SNPs were incorporated in a single model.
External Validation of Models Predicting Lung Cancer Risk
Unfortunately, relative to developing new risk prediction models, less effort has been devoted toward validating their performance, especially calibration, in independent populations. The few studies conducted so far (and not discussed above) have largely assessed the external validity of the Bach, Spitz, LLP, and PLCO M2012 models in populations of ever smokers. Among male smokers from the AlphaTocopherol, Beta-Carotene Cancer Prevention Study, Cronin et al. [42] discovered that the Bach model underestimated 10-year lung cancer risk by 11%; yet, they may have observed more cancers than expected because participants underwent periodic radiographic screening. Comparing models head-tohead, D'Amelio et al. [43] found that the Spitz and LLP models (AUCs, 0.69) exhibited slightly better discrimination in predicting 5-year lung cancer risk than the Bach model (AUC, 0.66), although calibration was not examined. The LLP model also exhibited modest to good discrimination (AUCs, 0.67-0.82) when assessed alone in several European and US study populations [44] . In more recent and extensive external validation studies, however, the PLCO M2012 model demonstrated the best performance, with respect to discrimination, calibration, sensitivity, and specificity, although not exceedingly better than the Bach model [45, 46] . In support, a study of > 95,000 Australian smokers aged ≥ 45 years also found that the PLCO M2012 model displayed good calibration and discrimination (AUC, 0.80) and that its performance was largely driven by the main predictors of the Bach model, age, and smoking history [47] .
Predicting Nodule Malignancy at Initial Detection
For lung cancer screening to be effective, prompt and accurate evaluation of newly detected pulmonary nodules is critical. Employing risk prediction models that accurately distinguish malignant from benign nodules could optimize nodule management by promoting early diagnosis and treatment of cancer, while limiting harms and costs associated with unnecessary diagnostic workup. In fact, pulmonary nodule management guidelines recommend that, before ordering follow-up imaging or biopsy, clinicians estimate the pre-test probability of malignancy using intuition or validated prediction models [48] . Existing models have originated from different populations with respect to clinical setting, patient selection, and prevalence of malignancy, with varying combinations of patient and radiologic characteristics as predictors (Table 2) .
Since these guidelines were last published, the American College of Radiology introduced the Lung CT Screening Reporting and Data System (Lung-RADS), which is now widely used to standardize interpretation and management of LDCT screening results. Lung-RADS was developed in response to the high rate of false-positive findings in the NLST, and its utility to reduce the false-positive rate, although with a decrease in sensitivity, has been demonstrated retrospectively using NLST data [62] . Under Lung-RADS, LDCT results are classified into four major categories, upon which a scan is defined as negative (category 1 or 2) or positive (category 3 or 4A/B/X), based exclusively on characteristics of any pulmonary nodule(s) detected [63] . This classification reflects the likelihood of nodule malignancy but involves no calculation of the pre-test probability of malignancy.
The earliest risk prediction models were developed by Swensen et al. [57] and Gould et al. [51] to estimate the pre-test probability of malignancy for solitary pulmonary nodules (SPN) detected by chest radiography. Using data on Mayo Clinic patients, Swensen et al. [57] built a highly discriminatory and well-calibrated model including age, smoking status, history of cancer, plus nodule diameter, spiculation, and location (AUC, 0.80). In their cohort, patients with any history of lung cancer or history of extrathoracic cancer in the prior 5 years were excluded; 12% of patients lacked a final diagnosis; and the prevalence of malignancy was low (23%). Despite these limitations, Herder et al. [52] found that this model had external validity (AUC, 0.79) in a smaller cohort with a higher prevalence of malignancy (57%); however, they also reported that it underestimated the actual probability of malignancy at lower values of the predicted probability and that adding 18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography avidity enhanced prediction (AUC, 0.88). Mehta et al. [56] similarly demonstrated the added value of nodule volume to the Mayo Clinic model in predicting malignancy of small nodules. In comparison, Gould et al. [51] used a geographically diverse sample of Veteran Affairs (VA) patients with a relatively high prevalence of malignancy (54%) to construct a more parsimonious model including age, smoking status, time since quitting smoking, and nodule diameter (AUC, 0.78). Although no exclusion on history of cancer was imposed, their cohort was limited to patients with ≥ 7 mm SPNs, who were mostly older male smokers.
More recent prediction models were developed from cohorts of patients who underwent surgical resection or biopsy for SPNs, primarily from China, with a high prevalence of malignancy (53-79%) [49, 53, 54, [58] [59] [60] [61] . Among Peking University People's Hospital (PKUPH) patients with SPNs and no history of cancer in the prior 5 years, Li et al. [54] developed a model including age, family history of cancer, plus nodule diameter, spiculation, border, and calcification (AUC, 0.89), which outperformed both Mayo Clinic (0.75) and VA (0.71) models. Several models have also incorporated bloodbased biomarkers, such as serum carcinoembryonic antigen and cytokeratin fragment 21-1, and appear to discriminate better than the Mayo Clinic, VA, and PKUPH models [49, 59, 60] . Other models have been tailored to estimate malignancy risk for certain nodule types, such as peripheral subsolid nodules [53, 61] .
The only models to estimate malignancy risk for nodules detected by LDCT screening and specifically among smokers have been proposed by McWilliams et al. [55] . Using two trial-based cohorts of high-risk smokers, with a much lower prevalence of malignancy (< 6%), they developed and externally validated full and parsimonious models including age, sex, family history of lung cancer, emphysema, and nodule diameter, spiculation, location, type, and count. These models displayed excellent calibration and discrimination (AUC > 0.90), even for smaller nodules (1-10 mm) and without accounting for smoking history. Using Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial data, the McWilliams full model has been shown to outperform Lung-RADS in discriminating malignant from benign nodules detected at baseline [64] .
External Validation of Models Predicting Nodule Malignancy Risk
Independent external validation studies have primarily assessed the performance of the Mayo Clinic, VA, and McWilliams models, generally yielding lower AUCs than originally reported. In the earliest studies, the Mayo Clinic model was examined alone or in comparison to other models in small, unscreened populations, nearly all of patients undergoing resection for lung nodules (malignancy prevalence 44-84%) [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . The Mayo Clinic model exhibited good discrimination in all studies except one [68] (AUCs, 0.67-0.80) and performed better than the VA model (0.68-0.73) [66, 67, 69] , yet similar to the PKUPH model (0.81) [69] . However, calibration results, when reported, suggested that the Mayo Clinic model underestimated while the VA model overestimated the actual probability of malignancy [65, 67] . Recent studies have examined the McWilliams full model, either alone in high-risk LDCT-screened populations (malignancy prevalence 3-9%) [70] [71] [72] or compared to other models in unscreened populations (malignancy prevalence 41-46%) [73, 74] . Overall, the McWilliams model exhibited relatively high accuracy in discriminating malignant from benign nodules (AUCs, 0.82-0.96) [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , particularly among NLST participants. In head-to-head comparisons, the Herder model displayed higher accuracy than the McWilliams, Mayo Clinic, and VA models [73] , although for small nodules (which are more commonly detected by LDCT), the accuracy of the McWilliams model exceeded that of the Mayo Clinic and VA models [73, 74] . Of these latter studies [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , the only one to assess calibration found that, while the Mayo Clinic, VA, and McWilliams models underestimated the actual probability of malignancy, the McWilliams model displayed the greatest ability to predict accurately across the widest range of probabilities [74] .
Predicting Nodule Malignancy Risk at Surgical Evaluation
Patients with a suspicious lung nodule are commonly referred to a surgeon for further assessment. In the NLST, 24% of surgical procedures were performed on lung nodules that were ultimately benign [1] . Employing risk prediction models that accurately estimate malignancy risk at referral could optimize decision-making and outcomes by minimizing unnecessary surgeries and missed opportunities for early diagnosis.
To date, Deppen et al. [50] have proposed the only model tailored to estimate risk at preoperative evaluation, although the aforementioned models developed in surgical populations might be applied in this context as well. 
Evaluating and Improving Risk Prediction Models
To employ the best risk assessment tools in lung cancer screening, further research is needed to identify which lung cancer risk prediction models demonstrate the highest predictive performance when applied to screening-eligible or screened populations, preferably in community-based practice settings. That encompasses establishing model-based lung cancer risk thresholds to support optimal decision-making. Although many models appear to have similar discriminatory ability, few studies have externally validated and compared the performance of multiple models, particularly those incorporating biomarker or clinical assessment measures, within the same population. In particular, model calibration requires validation in population-representative cohorts, and existing risk prediction models that are most applicable to the screening context (i.e., Bach, PLCO M2012 , LCRAT/LCDRAT, and McWilliams models) have originated from trial-based cohorts. Examination of the extent to which models perform differently within subgroups by age, sex, and race/ethnicity has also been limited. Furthermore, model-selected populations for screening have yet to be compared, in terms of how many smokers are selected for screening by each model and how much agreement exists between models on who is selected. Among the challenges include identifying suitable populations with well-measured data on all model predictors, calculating risk scores and performance measures for multiple models, and interpreting results across different studies. These challenges, however, may be overcome by analyzing data from the UK Biobank and other unique cohorts, including electronic health record-based cohorts; utilizing R-based packages developed to externally validate lung cancer risk prediction models [75, 76] ; and reporting study results following TRIPOD guidelines [77•] .
Continued efforts are also warranted to evaluate the added value of novel predictors to existing lung cancer risk prediction models. Improving risk prediction, even if marginal, is valuable, given the potential harms associated with screening. Although adding a polygenic risk score constructed from selected lung cancer-related SNPs to existing models has resulted in minimal improvement, better discrimination may be achieved by adding a polygenic risk score constructed from a much greater number of top-ranking SNPs that explain a larger proportion of variance [78] and accounting for genetic pathway effects [79] . Common respiratory conditions, including COPD, hay fever, asthma, and pneumonia, have been incorporated in nearly all models estimating risk of developing or dying from lung cancer. For those models, however, such conditions have not always been considered in combination, and other predisposing conditions, including hypertension and rheumatoid arthritis [80, 81] , have not been examined as predictors. For models estimating nodule malignancy risk, only emphysema has been included; therefore, prediction may be enhanced by incorporating other conditions, along with new radiologic features and emerging biomarkers [82] . Risk prediction models requiring biomarker or clinical assessment, nevertheless, may have limited utility in practice, if such data are not readily available or recently measured. Also, modest gains in discrimination from incorporating such information may not outweigh the added required costs.
Applying Risk Prediction Models to LDCT Screening
With the recent implementation of LDCT screening, little is known about the use of risk prediction models and its impact on screening processes and outcomes. For coverage of lung cancer screening, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has mandated that a face-to-face shared decision-making (SDM) visit occurs before the initial scan, representing a prime opportunity to use decision aids that calculate future lung cancer risk. Although one model cannot be clearly recommended, selecting one of the more well-validated models to implement is reasonable, given their ability to better identify high-risk smokers than current screening criteria. User-friendly web-based risk calculators for several models are accessible [83] [84] [85] , which National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines acknowledge may assist with SDM [86•] . Current NCCN guidelines also endorse LDCT screening for individuals who do not meet NLST eligibility criteria, but have calculated 6-year risks > 1.3% using the PLCO M2012 model [86•] . For diagnostic management of Lung-RADS category 4B findings, consideration of the probability of malignancy as predicted by the McWilliams model, along with patient evaluation and preference, is recommended [63] . Implementation and influence of risk calculators in these decision-making processes, however, depend on how well they are integrated into clinical workflows and facilitate risk communication between patient and provider. Other practical considerations include the ease in measuring and obtaining data on model predictors, particularly for estimating nodule malignancy risk, since key radiologic findings are not typically dictated in any structured format. This challenge could be addressed by creating automated tools that enable radiologists to extract and input relevant data to calculate nodule malignancy risk when images are read [70] .
Conclusions
Many recently proposed risk prediction models show great promise in meeting critical needs for implementing effective and cost-efficient lung cancer screening-accurate identification of individuals who will truly benefit from being screened and accurate discrimination of malignant from benign lung nodules detected by LDCT. However, current evidence is insufficient to determine which risk prediction models for lung cancer are most clinically useful and how to best implement their use to optimize screening effectiveness and quality. Future research should focus on externally validating and improving existing risk prediction models and evaluating the application of model-based risk calculators and its impact on screening processes and outcomes.
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